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GUILFORD CAMPUS
Lower School

● Crocus (Preschool) regularly read stories from other cultures. They recently read a story
about a tradition in Ukraine surrounding an Easter Festival and painting eggs, Rechenka's
Eggs by Patricia Polacco. They learned new Ukrainian vocabulary (Babushka=grandmother)
and found similarities between our Easter decorating and Ukraine's ornate egg painting
tradition. In addition, the teachers encourage the children to see that the word "different" just
means "different", not better or worse. When having discussions about community, they
brainstormed all the jobs necessary to help a community survive. The children were asked if
one job was more important than another (doctor vs. grocery store owner vs. trash collector)
and they agreed that all the jobs were necessary and we should "say thank you to everyone"
who helps us.

● Iris (Pre-K) discussed  community helpers and made an effort to use inclusive language, like
firefighter and police officer, in order to demonstrate that anyone can do those jobs.

● Sunflowers (TK) read the book Ruby’s Birds.
● Sunrise (Kindergarten) students read the book Malala’s Magic Pencil. While preparing

Mother’s Day cards, the class had a discussion about family diversity.
● For Earth Day, Rainbow (1st and 2nd grade) read The Tree Lady and learned about the life of

Kate Sessions, a pioneer and activist. They also watched “Rise Up Sing Out”, musical shorts
that promote inclusivity, diversity, and celebrating differences.

● Horizon (3rd and 4th grade) read All Because You Matter by Tami Charles for Meeting for
Worship. The class discussed how we treat one another and how tone matters. They
discussed the importance of not commenting on someone's physical appearance, skin color,
type of hair, height, weight, glasses. Meg also found great diverse images including a face
with a hijab for our SEL Friday Feelings check.

● Galaxy (5th and 6th grade) has been focusing on Native American History. We have looked at
the work of activists around tribal borders and reclaiming indigenous lands, as well as sports
mascots. They have also been discussing the history of colonialism and the caste system as
part of their Mexico unit and similarities and differences with American history.

● In Lower School Art, students painted welcoming messages on rocks and birdhouses to
display around campus and near the dimensions of diversity mural.



PAGE-FREDERIKSEN CAMPUS
Middle and Upper School

● Middle School students visited the Lorraine O’Grady exhibition Both/And at the Weatherspoon
Art Gallery. O’Grady is one of the most significant figures in contemporary performance,
conceptual, and feminist art. Students toured the galleries, interacted with a large body of
O’Grady’s work, and participated in a creative writing exercise with museum staff.

● Spanish 4/5 students created alfombras (carpets) for Semana Santa (Holy Week). Alfombras
are created in Guatemala amongst other Central American countries during the days prior to
Easter.

● Spanish 2 students studied African and Central American animals and learned about the
efforts El Salvador is making to preserve sea turtles habitats, then moved into farm animals.

● Spanish 3 students had short readings about either Barcelona or Madrid. Each reading
focused on a historical or cultural aspect.

● Middle School History students focused on building background knowledge on the
Pre-Colonial Americas before beginning a concentrated study of the American Revolution.
Students learned about Native Americans of both North & South America and the devastating
effects of colonization on these peoples from the arrival of Christopher Columbus, to Spanish
and English colonization specifically. A class debate was held on the positive and negative
legacies left by Columbus based on historical articles where students practiced skills of
locating a historian’s perspective, including personal ideas, beliefs, and bias being
incorporated into historical writings. Students learned about the driving forces behind
European colonization and the creation of the first colonies and researched and shared Native
American current events in class discussion.

● Also in Middle School History, students examined Colonial America and the driving forces
behind European settlement, specifically studying the founding of the Jamestown and
Plymouth Colonies, comparing and contrasting the differences in motivation of these English
settlers. They learned about the creation of the House of Burgesses, the significance of this
first representative assembly in English North America and how it informed and influenced the
future founders of the United States. They conducted a primary source analysis walking tour
of various letters, journal entries, etc. regarding Bacon’s Rebellion. Students connected this
rebellion’s consequences of the decrease in use of indentured servants as the main source of
labor to the rapid increase of using enslaved Africans for labor, thus escalating the
transatlantic slave trade and serving as a turning point in American ideas and laws regarding
race. They investigated the Middle Passage and slave rebellions on ships and land including
La Amistad, Nat Turner’s Rebellion, Denmark Vesey’s plot of revolt, and the Haitian
Revolution, to mention a few.

● World History I students studied world religions/philosophies, starting with Confucianism; they
examined the early Chinese dynasties from the Xia to the Qing and discussed the different
forms of government and the influence of Confucius on the bureaucracy of several empires.
Students learned about the innovations of the Chinese, many of which predate European
“discovery,” including the compass, the Junk boat, gunpowder, block-printing, flood control,
the Grand Canal, and the Great Wall of China. Students then moved into the study of
Buddhism with its origin in India and back to China as the philosophy traveled there via



missionaries along the Silk Roads, gaining more popularity than in India. Along with
examining the origins of Buddhism in India, the students learned about Hinduism and the
social stratification caste system that persists in India today. Students viewed the film The Life
of Pi as a culminating activity.

● World History II students started their study  on “King Philip’s War.” The war, a three-year
battle between the Wampanoag Confederacy and the English colonists in Massachusetts and
Rhode Island, resulted in the death and enslavement of the remaining Wampanoag people.
Their study included using primary sources to formulate a hypothesis surrounding the death of
John Sassamon and the hanging of three Wampanoag men who allegedly murdered him. In
addition to learning critical history concerning the interactions between the Native Americans
and the English colonists, students continued to hone their annotation skills, processing
primary versus secondary sources and evaluating sources for relevance and accuracy. The
next unit of study: immigration to North America in the 1700s and the regional/sectional
policies, industry, and life in the New England, Middle, and Southern colonies.

● US History students completed their second Harvard Business School case study, “A Nation
Divided: The United States and the Challenge of Secession.” While most Civil War units focus
on the battles between the Union and the Confederacy, they focused on the events and
tensions that led to South Carolina’s secession from the Union. Students learned about the
many “compromises” regarding slavery and the political and regional tensions and
disagreements that pre-dated the Civil War by at least forty years. Along with the many
historical points they have discussed concerning the period, the nuances of the abolitionist, or
“Free Soiler,” debate was preeminent as students learned that not everyone wanted to end or
stop the spread of slavery based on principles of morality. In discussing the aftermath of the
Civil War, they looked at the Myth of the Lost Cause and its impact on the erection of
memorials, statues, and how it shaped education in the United States. They ended their study
of the Civil War era by watching the film Lincoln, the 2012 depiction of the start of Lincoln’s
second term through the passage of the 13th Amendment, the end of the war, and his
assassination.



S�A�F ����LO���N�

● Staff Affinity groups met with a focus of sharing about our cultural backgrounds.We also read
through a list of case studies, which sparked discussion about race-related issues in current
events and our personal experiences.

● During a Lower School Staff Meeting, Lorenza Wyatt shared tips he learned at the National
Association of Independent Schools People of Color Conference, and Marci Richardson and
Neil Swenson shared tips they learned at the North Carolina Association of Independent
Schools Neurodiversity Workshop.

Sta� ����d �o� Wh��’s �o C���

Staff Affinity groups will meet again in May,
focusing on race-related issues in the news.

May is Asian Pacific American Heritage Month.
We are reading books that reflect the Asian
Pacific American experience.

Welcome messages from Lower School Art students


